
 
Brant Lake Week 4 Harvest Summary 2015 
Crew Leader:  Blayne Colvin 
Week of:  August 17-20, 2015 
 
Operations:  
 
Monday- We started at the mouth of the channel, swimming from shoreline to shoreline. We only found plants 
on the points of the channel. We harvested 1 bag. We then swam just north of the island where there is a rock 
pile, we harvested 6 bags off the rock pile, mainly single-stem plants. We then discovered some buoys on the 
west shoreline just a little north of the islands. At the buoys there were 5 plants total, all short single-stem 
plants. Continuing on the west shoreline we discovered more scout buoys, at the point north of the bay, just 
above the islands. We harvested 3/4 bag of single-stem plants. After lunch we went to the east shoreline, just 
south of Grassville Rd where we harvested 1/2 a bag, all single-stem plants. Continuing up the shoreline we 
finished the day by the Grassville docks, harvesting another 3/4 of a bag.  
 
Tuesday- We started the morning back at the Grassville docks heading north. A few small patches of 
short single-stem plants were found along the shoreline, harvesting 3 1/4 bags. After lunch we discovered there 
were more scout buoys in between the island where we harvested 1/2 a bag. A group of 6 old growth plants 
were harvested in front of the white house on the island. After lunch we worked in the bay south of Point O 
Pines, harvesting 2 bags.  
 
Wednesday- We started the morning where we left off in the bay south of Point O Pines, harvesting another 1 
1/2 bags. After that we swam the bay by the Brant Lake Farm House, harvesting 1 bag of milfoil. After lunch 
we swam just south of the farmhouse, harvesting 1/2 a bag.  
 
Thursday- We started the morning all the way in the north end of the lake at the point before you enter the bay 
on the west shoreline where there is a rock pile. We found a couple single-stem short milfoil plants. We then 
continued north on the shoreline to the bay where the boats dock and the swimming area is. We found a few 
plants around the swimming area and a few plants by the dock. We then continued north in the bay, harvesting 
another 2 bags. Most of the plants were found toward the middle of the bay. After lunch we swam the whole 
north shoreline, finding a patch of milfoil in the swim area of the white house, all old growth plants resulting in 2 
bags. We continued swimming that shoreline and ended the day with another bag.   
 
Recommendations- Work the west shoreline all the way in the end first thing. We didn't get over there due to 
lack of timing.  
 
Total bag count-  21.75  543.75 lbs 









 
 


